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Assam Schedule VII, Form No- 132 

 

         HIGH COURT FORM NO (j) 2. 

    HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT. 

        IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO- 1 AT NALBARI 

   DISTRICT- NALBARI 

 

       Money Suit No- 14 of 2012  

 

 Present:            Dulumoni Das, LLM AJS

          Munsiff No- 1, Nalbari 

  

On this 15 day of MARCH 2018 

 

1. Md. Mohar Ali  

S/O- Md. Riazuddin 

2. Md. Riazuddin  

S/O- Late Kabil Ali 

3. Md. Bunur Ali 

S/O- Md. Riazuddin 

4. Md. Mithun Ali 

S/O- Md. Riazuddin 

5. Md. Miranul Haque  

S/O- Md. Riazuddin 

6. Miss. Moharjan Khatoon 

W/O- Md. Riazuddin 

 

All are resident of Village- Budrukuchi, Mouza- Pub-Barkhetri  

PS- Siyalmari, Dist- Nalbari, Assam 

       ……………… Plaintiffs 

 

-Versus- 

 

 

1. Md. Lokman Ali 

S/O- Late Ismail Ali 
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2. Md. Mohidul Ali 

S/O- Md. Hazrat Ali 

 

3. Md. Dilbar Ali 

S/O- Md. Hazrat Ali 

 

All are resident of Village- Kurihamari, Mouza- Pub Barkhetri 

P.S- Sialmari, Dist- Nalbari, Assam 

       ……………… Defendants 

 

This suit coming on for final hearing on 01/03/2016 in the presence of: 

 

  Islam Gajiur Rahman        Advocate for the plaintiff(s) 

 

 

  Sri N K Dutta         Advocate of the defendant(s) 

   

 

And having stood for consideration on this day, the court delivered the 

following judgment:-  

 

    JUDGMENT 

 

1. This is a suit for granting compensation for malicious prosecution @ of 

Rs.1,40,000/(Rupees One Lakh Fourty Thouand) in favour of plaintiffs. 

 

 Plaintiff’s case in brief 

 

2. The brief facts leading to the institution of this suit as reveal from the 

plaint is that, plaintiffs are the father, mother and sons. All are belongs to 

one family and their purpose is same and hence plaintiff No- 1 namely 

Md. Mohar Ali is authorized to take all steps. An area of land measuring 4 
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Bighas covered by Dag No- 1439 and 1441 of vill-Kurihamari under Pub- 

Barkhetri mouza within Siyalmari PS and Nalbari District is belonging to 

plaintiff No-6 namely Miss Moharjan Khatoon W/O- Md. Riazuddin. The 

defendants and some associates members all total 7 numbers forcibly 

dispossessing the plaintiffs and constructed 2 CI sheet chali house and 

occupied the same in the year 2008. The plaintiff tried to restrain the 

defendants and their associate members not to dispossess the plaintiff 

from aforementioned land by the defendants. The plaintiffs further 

asserted that the defendants maliciously and with conspiracy have 

instituted several cases against the plaintiffs………… (a) defendant 

number 1 namely Md. Lokman Ali has filed an ejahar dated on 18/09/11 

at Siyalmari PS alleging inter alia that on 9/5/11 at about 8 AM when the 

defendant no-1 proceed to Bazar the plaintiffs No-1 to 5 restrained him 

on the road and threatened him for dire consequences which cause 

endangers to his life. After receiving the ejahar a police case was 

registered at Sialmari PS under section 143/341/506 of IPC against the 

plaintiffs No- 1 to 5. The I/O of the case submitted charge sheet as GR 

Case No- 1266 of 11 u/s 143/341/506 of IPC against plaintiffs no-1 to 5. 

After trial Hon’ble court passed judgement dated 21/09/12 with acquitting 

the accused (plaintiffs No-1 to 5) from the charges of the mentioned 

case. The defendant No- 1 namely Md. Lokman Ali again has filed a 

complain case against the plaintiff No- 6 Miss Sabiran Nessa, Miss Marisful 

Nessa, Miss Fulero Begum in the court of CJM Nalbari dated on 01/02/12, 

which has been registered as Complain Case No- 195 of 12 u/s 

448/323/427/379/506. All the accused persons in this instant case on 

their appearance allowed enlarged on court bail and they face the trial. 

On 31/10/12 all accused persons were present but complainant did not 

appear before the Hon’ble court and hence due to non prosecution the 

learned court dismissed the case and accused persons are discharged. © 

the defendant No- 2 with cool minded conspiracy with the defendant No-1 

has filed another complain case before the Hon’ble CJM court on dated 

01/02/12 which has been registered as complain case bearing Case No- 

193 of 11 u/s 341/394/323 of IPC against the accused person Md. 

Riajuddin, Mohar Ali, Bunur Ali and Mithun Ali. The said case has been 

transferred to 1st class judicial Magistrate court for trial. After receiving 
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summon from the court the accused person has appeared before the trial 

magistrate and faced to trial. But dated on 30/10/12 the complainant did 

not appear before the court and accordingly trial magistrate has passed 

an order on the said date by dismissing the case and discharged the 

accused persons from all charges (d) that again defendant no-3 has filed 

a proceeding u/s 107 of CrPC before the Executive Magistrate, Nalbari 

which has been registered as Case No- 18m of 12. The 2nd party has 

appeared before the Hon’ble Executive Magistrate and submitted PR 

bonds. On dated 9/10/12 ld executive Magistrate has passed an order 

with finding that there is no longer apprehension of breach of peace, 

hence the said case was dropped. It is contended that all the cases 

mentioned above were false and malicious prosecution and defendants 

filed the above mention cases based on some concocted stories and only 

for harassing the plaintiff. It is further stated that plaintiff no-6 already 

instituted one civil suit in respect of the land mentioned above bearing TS 

No- 69 of 11 and which is now under trial in the court of Munsiff No-1. It 

is stated that plaintiff financially and mentally badly suffer due to 

malicious prosecution of the defendants. Hence, the plaintiff stated they 

are compelled to file this case for compensation which is fit, proper and 

bonafide.  

  

THE CASE OF THE DEFENDANT 

 

3. On receipt of the plaint, summon is issued to defendant side. The 

defendants appeared after proper service of summon upon them and 

contested the suit by submitting written statement. In written statement, 

the defendants stated inter alia that suit is not maintainable in law and 

facts. The defendants admitted that a civil suit vide TS No-60/11 is going 

on between the plaintiff No-6 and the defendants 1 & 3. But denied that 

all defendants and some associate members forcibly dispossessing the 

plaintiffs constructed 2 CI Sheet Chali house and occupied the same in 

the year 2008. Defendants stated no such incident took place and 

contended defendant no-1 has been enjoying the land as is ancestral 

property. The defendants contended that averments made in para no-4 
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and 5 are false and baseless. Regarding averment in Para No- 4(a) 

defendants contended that acquittal of accused persons never bring home 

the ingredients of malicious prosecution. Mere acquittal does not 

constitute malicious prosecution. Regarding Para 4(b) the defendants 

admitted that defendant no-1 filed a complaint case in the court of CJM 

Nalbari on dated 01/02/12 which was registered as 195C /12 but stated 

none of the accused in the said case is the plaintiff. Regarding Para 4(c) 

the defendants contended that defendant no-2 submitted another 

complain case in the court of ld CJM Nalbari against the plaintiffs as 

alleged having his own knowledge regarding the facts and circumstances 

but without influence of any body. The defendant no-2 could not appear 

before the court concerned due to his suffering from illness and the court 

concerned was pleased to dismiss the case. Defendants stated that mere 

dismissing of proceeding on default of appearance does not constitute the 

ingredients of malicious prosecution. Regarding Para 4(d) the contested 

defendants did not deny that on information of defendant no-3 a 

proceeding u/s 107 of CrPC was started against the plaintiff. And that 

plaintiff submitted PR bond in the concerned court, the defendants 

contended same is done in the spirit of the provision under the said 

section. According to defendants the actual facts which was kept hiding 

by the plaintiffs is that--- a civil suit vide TS No- 60 of 11 is under trial 

between the plaintiff no- 6 and the defendant no. 1 & 3 regarding 

possession of a plot of land. The plaintiffs are father, mother and sons in 

relation. The defendant no-1 is the nephew of the plaintiff no- 6 and the 

other defendants of the suit are villagers. They have no interest over the 

suit land of TS No- 60 of 11. The plaintiffs are the desperate members of 

their family. They tried to grab the suit land desperately. The mother of 

the plaintiff no-6 is the grandmother of the defendant no- 1. At the death 

of the mother of the defendant no- 1 his father Ismail Ali married again 

but the step mother of the defendant no-1 ill treated him along with his 

other brother and one sister. So, the property of the father of the 

defendant no- 1 Ismail Ali was divided into two equal shares by the 

relatives and neighbours. The suit land of TS No- 60/11 was given to the 

defendant no- 1 with his brother and one sister. At that time the 

defendant no-1 his brother and sister were minors and so they were 
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given under the care of their grandmother. Later on, the grandmother of 

the defendant no-1 was influenced by the plaintiff no-6. As a result of 

which the plaintiffs started cruelty by committing and threatening to 

commit some acts with a view to harass the defendants and with a view 

to drive them out of the suit land. The defendants stated to restrain the 

wrongful act and improper motive of the plaintiffs the defendants 

instituted all the cases as alleged to keep themselves in peace. It is 

further contended that though the plaintiffs committed to keep 

themselves calm before the executive magistrate by submitting the PR 

bond, in fact they were not in calm and the present suit is also an 

offspring of their ill motive. Hence, she prayed for dismissed the suit with 

cost providing any other relief to defendants as fit and proper.  

 

4. Upon the pleading of the parties my learned predecessor vide order dated 

30/04/2013 framed as many as four issues for determination of this 

instant suit. Following are the issues :----------- 

 

a. Whether there is cause of action for the suit? 

b. Whether suit is maintainable? 

c. Whether plaintiff is entitled to get judgment and decree as prayed 

for? 

d. To what other relief/reliefs the parties are entitled? 

 

5. To substantiate the points framed in this suit the plaintiff Md. Mohar Ali 

examined himself as PW1, Md. Sohrab Ali as PW2, and Miss Meherjan 

Khatoon as PW4. PW3 Md. Tayab Ali submitted his evidence in affidavit 

but vide order dated 28/10/14 on informing to court that PW3 Tayab Ali is 

incapable of giving evidence before court my learned Predecessor 

accepted the said petition and proceed to record cross of PW4. The PW1, 

PW2 and PW4 are duly cross examined by the contesting defendants. 

Thereafter, evidence of plaintiff side is closed. Plaintiff side exhibited 4 

documents. Ext. 1 is the certified copy of Judgment of GR No- 1266 of 

2011; Ext. 2 is the certified copy of order of CR No- 195C of 2011; Ext. 3 

is the certified copy of order of CR No- 193C of 11; Ext. 4 is the certified 

copy of order of Misc Case No- 18m of 12 u/s 107 CrPC. Defendant Md. 
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Dilbar Ali adduced evidence as DW1 and he is duly cross examined by the 

plaintiff side. DW1 exhibited 2 documents namely Ext. Ka is the certified 

copy of the judgment of TS No- 60 of 11; Ext. Kha is the certified copy of 

the judgement of TA No- 24 of 14 in connection with TS No- 60/11.  

 

6. I have heard argument put forwarded by the learned counsel of both 

sides and gone through the case record in its entirety.  

 

 

7. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

8. Issue No- a  The plaintiff has claimed that defendants maliciously 

and with conspiracy instituted several cases against him. The contesting 

defendants completely denied the fact and alleged plaintiffs kept hiding 

the actual facts. Defendants contended that to restrain the wrongful act 

and improper motive of the plaintiffs, they instituted all the cases as 

alleged as well as to keep themselves in peace.  Hence, on account of the 

allegation and counter allegation between parties there is cause of action 

to be determined and adjudicated by the competent court of law. Issue is 

decided in favour of plaintiff.  

 

9.  Issue No- b There is no specific plea in the written statement of 

defendants on the point of non-maintainability of suit. Furthermore, no 

materials are on record to show that the suit is not maintainable in any 

way. The issue decided in favour of plaintiff.  

 

10. Issue No- c The very two ingredients to bring home malicious 

prosecution is that --- i. the prosecution was instituted without any 

reasonable and probable cause ii. The prosecution was instituted with a 

malicious intention. It is admitted position that there were many cases in 

between plaintiffs and defendants against each other. The plaintiffs and 

defendants are at loggerheads. The defendants contended that there is a 

civil suit between parties and all the cases mentioned by the plaintiffs are 

the off spring of that suit. And as per version of defendants to restrain 

improper motive and wrongful acts of plaintiffs, they have instituted all 
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these cases. Plaintiff side admitted of instituting a civil case vide TS No-60 

of 11 against defendants. It is admitted position that in GR case by the 

defendants wherein all the plaintiffs are acquitted, 2 CR cases are 

dismissed due to default and one Misc case u/s 107 CrPC before the 

executive magistrate is dropped. Now, the vital point to be decided is 

whether plaintiffs are ‘maliciously prosecuted’ by the defendants 

instituting all the alleged cases. In West Bengal State Electricity Board v. 

Dilip Kumar Ray, AIR 2007 SC 976, the Hon’ble court dealt with the term 

"malicious prosecution" and observed that Malicious prosecution means - 

a desire to obtain a collateral advantage. Malice is not merely the doing of 

a wrongful act intentionally but it must be established that the defendant 

was actuated by mains animus, that is to say, by spite or ill will or any 

indirect or improper motive. But if the defendant had reasonable or 

probable cause of launching the criminal prosecution no amount of malice 

will make him liable for damages. Reasonable and probable cause must 

be such as would operate on the mind of a discreet and reasonable man; 

'malice' and 'want of reasonable and probable cause,' have reference to 

the state of the defendant's mind at the date of the initiation of criminal 

proceedings and the onus rests on the plaintiff to prove them. 

 

11. Plaintiff in his plaint stated defendants on 18/09/11 lodged one ejahar at 

Sialmari PS. On the basis of said ejahar police registered Sialmari PS case 

u/s 143/341/506 of IPC. And later on after investigation police submitted 

charge sheet against plaintiff no- 1 to 5. The trial of the said case as GR 

case No- 1266 of 2011 u/s 143/341/506 of IPC begins and after trial all 

the accused persons are acquitted. The defendants in their W/S stated 

mere acquittal does not constitute offence of malicious prosecution. Ext. 1 

certified copy of judgement of GR Case No-1266/11 shows all the accused 

persons are acquitted as the prosecution failed to prove guilt of the 

accused under any of the charge sheeted section. Plaintiff also alleged 

that 2 other CR cases lodged by defendants have been dismissed for 

default and one 107 CrPC case is dropped. Ext. 2 and Ext. 3 are the 

certified copies of orders showing both the CR case instituted by the 

defendants are dismissed for default due to non prosecution. In their W/S 

defendants stated none of PWs are accused in one CR case and stated 
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another CR case is dismissed due to default as the complainant due to 

illness failed to appear in the said case. During evidence in chief DW1 

contended that defendants did not instituted the cases jointly and that 

under different provisions of laws cases are instituted and from order and 

judgment nowhere it appears that cases are instituted with intention of 

malice. From exhibit it is apparent that GR case is lodged by the Lokman 

Ali and even the witnesses are not the co-defendants. And one CR case is 

lodged by the defendant Lokman Ali, in which he make palintiff’s mother 

and wife along with other female as accused. While another CR case is 

lodged by the complainant Mahidul Ali. The 107 CrPC case is instituted by 

Dilbar Ali. 

 

12. There is a difference between the terms `not proved' and `false'. Merely 

because a party is unable to prove a fact, the same cannot be categorized 

as false in each and every case. (Vide: A. Abdul Rashid Khan (dead) & 

Ors. v. P.A.K.A. Shahul Hamid & Ors., (2000) 10 SCC 636). It is on the 

part of plaintiff to prove by adducing evidence before court that 

defendant lodged a false and baseless case against him without having 

reasonable and probable cause in which he is acquitted, and the court will 

not be influenced by the findings of criminal court regarding credibility of 

witnesses examined. A malicious act has been equated with an intentional 

act without just cause or excuse. (Vide: Kumaon Mandal Vikas Nigam Ltd. 

v. Girja Shankar Pant & Ors., AIR 2001 SC 24). In malicious prosecution 

the plaintiffs to prove in negative assertion that there is no ground of 

launching prosecution case. There is no doubt that plaintiffs and 

defendants are at loggerheads during the relevant time when all these 

cases as alleged by the plaintiffs was lodged and one civil case as lodged 

by the plaintiffs was also pending. The mere allegation of the plaintiff 

Mohar Ali as PW1 and PW4 Meherjan is that defendants out of grudge 

lodged all the alleged cases against them to harass them and that from 

GR case they have been acquitted and other cases are dismissed. In 

Bhupinder Chaudhary Vs. Chander Parkash MANU/DE/4799/2009 Hon’ble 

court lays down that acquittal of the plaintiff in a criminal case does not 

necessarily lead to a conclusion that his prosecution was malicious. 

Likewise dismissed for default does not automatically lead to the 
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conclusion of malicious prosecution. The evidence of PW2 reflected he is 

not aware about anything happening except that there is land dispute 

between parties. The admitted position of PW4 in her evidence is that 

they lost case TS No- 60 of 11 instituted by her and their appeal is also 

dismissed. PW4 also admitted that both sides lodged several cases 

against each other. She also admitted they lodged case u/s 144 CrPC at 

first and also u/s 107 of CrPC. She further admitted defendant side also 

spent money for instituting cases by them. The plaintiff side did not 

adduce any evidence to show that all the alleged cases have been falsely 

instituted. By cogent evidence plaintiff side failed to prove that 

defendants knowing the fact that accusation is false just to malign 

plaintiffs have lodged these cases or that the defendant without having 

belief that accusation is true instituted the alleged cases. Plaintiffs failed 

to discharge their burden. There is nothing in the evidence of any of the 

PWs as to how and what manner they have been intentionally and 

without any reasonable and probable cause prosecuted by the 

defendants.   

 

13. Issue No- d  The plaintiff failed to prove by adducing evidence on 

record that criminal case is instituted against him falsely and maliciously 

without any reasonable and probable cause, hence considering the 

foregoing discussion the plaintiff is not entitled to any relief(s) as prayed 

for in the suit. 

 

ORDER 

The suit is dismissed on contest without cost.  

Prepare the decree accordingly.  

The judgment is written, signed, sealed, tagged with the case record, 

pronounced and delivered in the Open Court on this the 15th day of March 

2018.  

 

Dulumoni Das 

Munsiff No- 1, Nalbari 
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APPENDIX 
 
 

Witnesses examined by the Plaintiff: 
 

1. PW1- Md. Mohar Ali 
 
2. PW2- Md. Sohrab Ali 
 
3. PW4- Musstt. Meherjan Bibi 
 
Documents exhibited by the Plaintiff: 

 
1. Ext. 1- Certified Copy of judgment of GR No- 1266/11  

 
2. Ext. 2- Certified copy of Order of CR No-195C/11 of dt 31/10/12 
 

3. Ext. 3- Certified Copy of order of Cr No- 193C/12 
 

4. Ext. 4- Certified Copy of order of case No- 18m/12 
 
 

Witnesses examined by the Defendant: 
 
1. DW1- Md. Dilbar Ali 
 
Documents exhibited by the Defendant: 
 
1. Ext. Ka- Certified Copy of the Judgement of TS No- 60/11 

 
2. Ext. Kha- Certified Copy of judgment of TA No- 24 of 14 

  
 

DULUMONI DAS 

MUNSIFF NO- 1, NALBARI 

     **************** 

 

    

 

 


